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Welcome!

• Four sessions
– 1: The Mobile Landscape
– 2: Device Constraints and Opportunities
– 3: HTML5 Web Apps
– 4: Native Apps



Questions

• Ask questions via chat during 
the live course

• Ask in the discussion group
• Email us

– Please use the discussion group 
for non-private questions

• Course Portal
– www.online-web-courses.com
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Topics for This Lesson

• Why build native apps?
• "True" native apps vs. hybrids
• App design patterns
• Simple app builders
• Turning web apps into native apps with PhoneGap
• Using Titanium for more demanding projects
• Distributing your apps
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Why Build Native Apps?

• Use native UI widgets
• Best performance
• Access to camera and other devices
• Access to file system
• Distribution through the App Store
• Built-in payment mechanism
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Building "True" Native Apps

• A serious software development undertaking
– Nothing like building a website
– User interface is created programmatically

• Each platform has entirely different tools, 
languages, and APIs
– iOS: Objective C and Apple's XCode tools
– Android: Java and Google's Android SDK
– Windows Phone: C#, Silverlight, XAML
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App Design Patterns

• Apps vs. Sites
• Header bars
• Toolbars
• List views and detail pages
• Multi-panel screens
• Settings
• Actions
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WebsiteApp
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List Page Detail Page
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Countless Options for Detail 
Pages

iPhone Android
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Drilling Down
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iPhone vs. Android UI
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iPhone

Android
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Android
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iPhone
Android Menu
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MulE-‐Panel	  Display	  Page Info	  Sheet	  (SeLngs)
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iOS Action Sheet



Approaches for App Building

• From the easiest to the most challenging
– Web-based app builders (GUI)
– Web app plus PhoneGap (HTML, CSS, JavaScript)
– Titanium app (JavaScript)
– True native app (Objective C, Java, or C#)
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Simple App Builders

• Let you build apps with zero technical knowledge in 
just a few minutes

• Limited flexibility, but enough for simple needs
• Many choices

– http://www.biznessapps.com/
– http://www.theappbuilder.com/
– http://www.appmakr.com/
– http://www.widgetbox.com/mobile/
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Widgetbox App Builder
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BiznessApps Setup Flow
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Using Web Technologies for 
Native Apps
• Combine toolkit such as PhoneGap with HTML/

CSS/JS to build "native" apps without native code
• Much more flexible than simple app builders, yet 

much simpler than true native app development
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PhoneGap (aka Cordova)
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PhoneGap JS APIs



JavaScript APIs Provide 
Bridge to Native Devices

• Access devices and events through JavaScript, 
effectively extending the browser's API

• Examples
– camera.getPicture
– accelerometer.getCurrentAcceleration
– compass.getCurrentHeading
– contacts.find, contacts.add
– online, offline
– menubutton
– notification.alert, notification.beep, notification.vibrate
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PhoneGap Example

• See Lesson 4 code files on the course portal
• Take the jQuery Mobile example from Lesson 3 and

– Store the jQuery and jQuery Mobile files locally
– Load the Cordova (PhoneGap) JavaScript file
– Change main page filename to index.html

• Install XCode, then PhoneGap
• XCode > New > Project > Cordova-Based App
• Copy all the example files to the www folder
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Appcelerator Titanium

• Allows you to build cross-platform
mobile apps with JavaScript
– HTML/CSS optional; views not necessarily web-based
– User interfaces created programmatically

• More powerful, more flexible, and more to learn, 
compared with PhoneGap

• Access to native UI widgets (not just browser 
widgets) through JavaScript APIs
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Getting Started with Titanium

• Lots of tutorials on Appcellerator site
– http://training.appcelerator.com

• Appcelerator provides online marketplace for free 
and paid app components
– http://marketplace.appcelerator.com

• Some "starter apps" available (like website themes)
– http://codecanyon.net/category/mobile/titanium
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Dealing with App Stores

• In the Apple world, approval by the 
App Store is everything
– No other mass-market distribution method

• Apple has strict (but not necessarily clear) rules that 
are unilaterally enforced

• Need to follow Apple's guidelines, be willing to pay 
their cut on any commerce, submit your app, and 
then wait and hope

• In the Android world, it's relatively open and chaotic
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Other Distribution Methods

• As an iOS developer ($99/year), you can install 
development versions of apps on your own phone

• iOS enterprise developer program allows you to 
build apps and deploy them to any number of 
devices that you control, bypassing App Store

• For Android phones, no controls over distribution 
methods or apps
– Google runs App Store as part of Google Play
– Amazon Appstore, androidPIT.com, ...
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Go Forth and Build Something!

• The only way to get started is to start!
• Pick something simple to build and build it
• Use an online, no-coding app builder if you don't 

want to mess with any code
• Try PhoneGap with jQuery Mobile if you're willing to 

deal with a little HTML, CSS, and JavaScript and 
want more flexibility

• If you long to program, set up Titanium with one of 
its sample apps, or try a native iOS app example
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